Ch. Maria’s Aragorn

Male
Sable and White
Whelped June 10, 1970
Bred by Cindy G. Reynolds

Owner: John M. Skalbeck
Orangevale, CA

Sire: Lohee’s Theo of Shondar
Dark Knight of Swan Lake
Ch. Black Cloud of Shondar
Black Arrow of Malora

Solitaire of Malora
Winjones Paskoss (England)

Ch. Zelda Shaun of Malora, CD
Beau Gest of Sunbarr Ranch
of Mara-Khuram
Jagasa von Bergland

Sunbarr’s Orion

Dam: Petrouchka of Mara-Khuram
Medea of Malora

Sunbarr Achilles of Malora
Sunbarr Dark Angel of Malora